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Introduction 
As a Kent-based business owner this is the book I wish I had read before embarking on my journey 
to sell my business. We business owners are under trained on such an important event in our lives. 



 
When you are a business owner you understand sales, product, hiring good staff and building 
culture. However selling one’s business is a unique experience, which typically only occurs once in 
a business owner’s life. Can you therefore imagine how much pressure to perform there is when a 
shareholder sells his most valuable asset, after many years working in and on the business, for a 
large amount of money, and with no clear understanding of the process?  
 
Granted, I am not a professional adviser, a solicitor, or an M&A investment banker. But I have gone 
through the same process you are going to go through, at some point in your life. Thank you for 
picking up this book and investing your time in understanding how a business sale works. As with 
all practical knowledge, I aim to help you to reduce the probability of making bad decisions during 
your sale process. 
 
In the end game, what is good for you is good for county and country: making sure that SMEs, the 
backbone of our economy and the main source of its jobs, are handed from one generation to the 
next to make sure skills, jobs and profits are preserved and maintained. 
 
You will find several contributions from local advisers and experts, who have expert knowledge of 
many different aspects of building a valuable company and selling it. Do not hesitate to pick up the 
phone and have a coffee; they are based down the road, they have deep expertise and will offer 
good advice. I have always felt I have grown more rapidly in my personal journey every time I 
accepted to take the advice of someone who had been there and done that before me. 
 
I sold my own business, Mot-Tech, in 2019, for the proverbial undisclosed sum. I am now 
reinvesting the proceeds I received from the disposal of my shares in acquisitions of local SMEs.  
 
Write to me at alex@pawle.co.uk if you want to get in touch. After all, I am based just down the 
road. 
 
Alex Pawle 
Crundale, Kent 
April 2019 

1. When to sell? 

The downside of just keeping it. 
 
If you own a business in Kent and have considered selling it, you may be aware of the value of                    
your business to would-be acquirers. 
 
According to the latest analysis of some 20,000 business owners by the Value-Builder system, the               
average offer being made by acquirers is 3 times your pre-tax profit. Companies with less than a                 
million pounds in profit can expect 2-3x multiples, and larger businesses over 1 million pounds in                
profits may get closer to five times the pre-tax profit but, regardless of size, private company                
multiples are still significantly less than those reserved for quoted companies. 
 



You may be tempted to hold on to your business and keep it for decades to come. After all, you                    
might reason that if you hang onto your business for four or five more years, you could withdraw                  
the same amount in dividends as you would get from a sale and still own 100% of the business.  
 
This logic – let’s call it the “Just Keep It Strategy” – seems sound on the surface, but there are                    
some significant risks to consider.  

You bear the Risk 
The biggest downside of holding on to your business rather than selling it, is that you keep all the                   
risks. Most entrepreneurs have an optimism bias, but you need only remember how life felt in 2008                 
and in the following years to be reminded that economic cycles go in both directions. While                
business may feel good today, the next five years could well be bumpy for a lot of founders. As I                    
write these lines Brexit is a few days away, and who knows what is in store for British businesses? 

Random Access Memory 
If you think of your brain like a computer, owning a business is like constantly using 95% of your                   
RAM and processor capacity. Yes, in theory you can do other things like play golf or enjoy a                  
bicycle trip through Tuscany and still own your business, but as long as you are the owner, your                  
business will always occupy a large chunk of your brain’s capacity. This means family fun, holidays                
and weekends are always tainted with the background hum of your brain’s operating system              
churning through data. You carry with you the heavy burden of being responsible for all those jobs. 

Asset intensive businesses 
Let’s say your business generates £500,000 in Earnings Before Interest Taxes, Depreciation, and             
Amortization (EBITDA), and you could sell your company for three times EBITDA or keep it. You                
may argue it’s better to keep it, pull your profit out in the form of dividends, and capture the same                    
cash in four years as you would by selling it. This theory breaks down in capital-intensive                
businesses where there is usually a big difference between EBITDA and cash in the bank. If you                 
have to buy machines, finance your customers, or stock, a lot of your cash will be locked up in                   
feeding your business, and the amount of cash you can pull out of your business each year is a                   
fraction of your EBITDA. 

Tax Treatment 
In the UK, the sale proceeds of your business will be more favourably treated than income you                 
would receive by paying yourself handsomely with the Just Keep It Strategy. You may actually               
have to pay yourself an income of £2 or £3 for every £1 you can net from the advantageous tax                    
treatment of a business sale.  

You Can Do Better 
Finally, you may be able to attract an offer higher than two, three, or four times your pre-tax profit.                   
The businesses who work on optimising their exit get offers based on higher multiples of their                
pre-tax profit (5x or 6x). Some owners do even better, stretching multiples into double digits.  

The right figure 
The point where a buyer is willing to risk more than you are happens at a different stage for                   
everyone. Let’s say you have a business worth £1 million today. Would you be willing to risk the                  



entire thing on a new strategy in order to make a shot at making it into a £10 million company?                    
Many entrepreneurs would take that bet. 
 
Now imagine you have a company worth £10 million and your business represents the bulk of your                 
net worth. Most would argue £10 million is life-changing money. Would you be willing to risk your                 
entire company for a chance to make it a £100 million company? The marginal utility of an extra                  
£90 million is minimal - we all only need so many Jaguars - but the risk is significant. Fewer owners                    
would bet £10 million for a chance at £100 million.  
 
What if your business was worth £100 million? Would you risk it all for a long shot at becoming a                    
billion-pound company? It is hard to imagine any one person betting £100 million on anything, but if                 
you’re the CEO of a billion-pound corporation with ambitious growth goals, £100 million is a bet you                 
may be willing to make.  
 
When someone else is willing to invest more in your business than you are, it is probably time for                   
your company to find a new owner.  

2. Prepare your business for sale 
The buyer needs to see your company as a self-sustaining entity, managed and operated by               
professionals paid at market value.  

Make sure the business operates independently of its shareholders 
Your business needs to be able to operate without you, and without any of your partners or family                  
members who would have had to leave upon the sale of the business. Not only should the                 
business be able to remain in operation, but, after you leave, it also needs to be as profitable and                   
be maintain the same level of sales. Think of whether you play a key role in any of the company's                    
processes: are you a key salesperson, a key relationship manager, the holder of the keys to the IT                  
system, etc.? Extricate yourself from the key processes of the company by delegating these jobs to                
your staff or to third party contractors, or by training your existing human resources so that they                 
can operate at the same high level to which you had become accustomed. 

The buyer's perspective 
Why is this so important? Let's take the buyer's perspective. The investor is looking for a cash-flow                 
generating assets. Some investors acquire property, others acquire PLC shares, and others            
acquire small businesses.  
All investors are ultimately after the cash flow generated by a particular asset. Imagine that               
investors are in a shop selling cash-flow machines. Your business is one such cash-flow machine,               
with its characteristics, sitting on a shelf next to other cash-flow machines. 
The cost of an asset is typically linked to the risk associated with the cash flow it generates. For                   
example, as the cash flow generated by a property is typically low risk (you can always find a                  
council to rent your residential property in the UK, for instance), the cost of the asset is high, which                   
in turn leads to a low return on investment.  
The risk that a share in the FTSE 100 index will drastically change its dividend policy, or that the                   
value of the asset sinks is also quite low, hence the cost of PLC-quoted shares is very high (the                   
value of the asset in relation to cash flow is called the Price-Earnings ratio (P/E ratio), which is                  
typically 10x-20x on the stock exchange.)  



On the other hand, the risk that your small business has a bad year, with a lower turnover, or a fall                     
in profits, is very high. Hence the value to an investor of the profits generated by a small company                   
is typically much lower than equivalent profits generated by a property or by a PLC. 
 
The buyer will want to compensate this risk with several reassurances. He will want to make sure: 

● that the cash flow is stable and will always be more than sufficient to reimburse the                
acquisition debt; 

● that the business is not going to disappear after you leave; 
● that the skills of the business are not concentrated in the hands of a few key people whose                  

loss would devastate the company; 
● that the firm is not overly dependent on a few large customers. 

As you can see, the buyer's concern is that the business continues to operate smoothly.               
Reassuring the buyer that your business can operate without you will provide reassurance both to               
the investor and to the lender. 
 
Sidebar: What the sharpest business owners want? 
 
What is your company's goal for the year? If you’re like most business owners, you have a profit 
goal you want to hit. You may also have a top line turnover number that’s important to you. While 
these goals are critical, there is another objective that may have even bigger consequences: 
building a business which can be sold.  
 
But what if you don’t want to sell? That’s irrelevant. Here are five reasons why building a sellable 
business should be your most important goal, regardless of when you plan to exit: 
 
1. If you can sell, you're free 
 
One of the main elements of the ability to sell your business is how it would fare if you were unable 
to work for some time. As long as your company is dependent on you, you don't really have a 
sellable business. Your goal should be to make your company less dependent on you by building a 
management team and creating continuously improving systems which your staff can follow. This 
will allow you to spend time away from your company. Think of the benefits arising, as a 
consequence of your choice, from not going into the office tomorrow. 
 
2. Enjoy business more with one that operates without you 
 
Running your business would be a more enjoyable activity if you were able to spend your days on 
strategic thinking. Instead, most owner operators of businesses spend most of their day on micro 
management: filling in forms, HR, bank statements, bookkeeping, customer issues, chasing 
expense receipts. The uninteresting details of owning a company remove the enjoyment in it - 
these are the tasks you need to get someone else to do if you’re ever going to sell.  
 
3. Sellability means financial independence 
 
Each month you open your pension fund statement or your share account to see how your portfolio 
is doing. Not because you want to sell your shares, but because you want to know where you 
stand on the journey to financial freedom. Creating a sellable business also allows you peace of 
mind, knowing that you’re building something that - just like your share portfolio - has a value you 
could choose to make liquid one day. 
 
4. The ability to sell is an investment in your family 
 



Imagine that your daughter graduates from Kent University, and as a gift you give her your 1975 
Triumph Stag. She takes it for a drive, but after a few miles, the engine starts smoking. The 
mechanic takes one look under the hood and declares that the radiator has bust, and the engine 
needs a rebuild.  
 
You thought you were giving your daughter a beautiful asset, but instead it is an expensive liability 
she can’t afford to keep, and which she can't sell either without feeling guilty.  
 
You may be planning to leave your business to your children or let your young managers buy into 
your company over time. These are both options that make a lot of sense, but if your business is 
too dependent on you, and it hasn’t been structured to operate without you, you may be handing 
over a burden. 
 
5. The Mythical Man-Month 
 
Some things in life take time, no matter how much you want do them in a rush. Making your 
business sellable often requires significant changes; and a prospective buyer is going to want to 
see how your business has performed in the three years following the changes required to make 
your business sellable. Therefore, if you want to sell in five years, you need to start making your 
business sellable now, so that the changes have time to become infused throughout your 
organisation.  

Hire a sales team 
You may be the business's only salesperson and you may want to keep for yourself the most                 
strategic contacts. You may have relationships that stretch back to the foundation of the company,               
with clients who helped you set it up with you as your own boss. In my own company, 16 years                    
after its foundation, we still work for our first client, an international news agency. Although I, as an                  
individual, have a great relationship with the client's representative, many years ago, the main point               
of contact has ceased to be me or my partner. Hence, the client will see no difference should I                   
cease to be involved in my company. 
But imagine how your buyer would perceive the same company if the representative of one of your                 
largest clients was your golf buddy, whom you knew socially, and who was loyal to you personally.                 
He would think that when you leave the company, it would not be disloyal to you to choose another                   
provider. This is understandably a worrying perspective for the buyer. 
It can also be a source of worry to imagine that you will set up shop down the road and divert your                      
old clients to your new business as soon as your shares are sold. Typically, however, the sale and                  
purchase agreement will include a non-compete clause, preventing you from working in the same              
industry, for a given time, within a given geographic range. 
Hence, to maximise the value of your business you need to prove that you are not the main                  
salesperson, and that the key relationships with your clients will not be altered after the sale. 
 
In order to prove that your company, rather than you, has set up a strong series of relationships                  
with your clients, there is nothing better than a CRM. Customer Relationship Management software              
can help you prove to your buyer that it is your team and not you that is in charge of the                     
relationships that have been developed with your clients.  
In addition to strong client relationships, the value of your company will be enhanced if your                
company knows that you have a marketing process that generates leads that continue in your               
absence. This marketing machine is basically a system for generating new leads, day in, day out. It                 
can be as simple as an advertising contract in a trade journal, or as sophisticated as monthly direct                  



mail, or a website conversion funnel. Imagine the buyer’s interest when he sees that the complex                
task of finding new clients is integrated into the business he is buying! 

Make sure your business is processed. 
If I only had one book that I would like to recommend to a business owner looking to sell their                    
business, it would be ‘The E-Myth.’ The author, Michael Gerber, explains why most businesses              
get stuck or fail, and thus never get sold.  
 
As Michael Gerber puts it, “Where were you before you started your business?” In most cases, the                 
answer he found was that the person running the business was previously working for someone               
else. He started the business due to an ‘Entrepreneurial Seizure’ which was based on a fatal                
assumption that: “If you understand the technical work of a business, you understand the business               
that does the technical work.” 
 
But this assumption is false! When you are a business owner, you need to play multiple roles at a                   
time. This is what most people fail to do and that is the answer why their business gets stuck or                    
shut down at the end, instead of getting sold. 
 
According to Gerber, you need to play three roles at the same time when you are running a                  
business: 
 
The Entrepreneur 
The entrepreneur represents the visionary and creative element within us. He/she sees the ‘future’              
and is filled with enthusiasm about building something big, something of his/her own. 
 
The Manager 
The manager represents the pragmatic element. He is concerned with facts, statistics, planning,             
order, and management. Where the entrepreneur might see an opportunity, the manager sees a              
problem. 
 
The Technician 
This is the element that does the actual work. The technician does not care about ‘ideas’, he cares                  
about ‘how to do the things.’ 

 
 

‘The Entrepreneur lives in the future, and The Manager lives in the past. The Technician 
lives in the present.’ 

 
Surprisingly, these three roles within us are in constant battle with each other - the entrepreneur is                 
always starting new projects for the managers and technicians to carry out; the manager is trying to                 
put everything into a ‘system’ or ‘a way of doing things,’ and the technician does the work as well                   
as he can. 
 
Ultimately, the imbalance among these three elements of the personality lead to a failed business.               
Most businesses start with only one personality aspect - the technician. For example, a web               



developer starts a web-development agency. A plumber begins a plumbing service company. A             
graphic designer starts a design shop.  
 
According to Michael Gerber, from his conversations with hundreds of small business owners, "The              
typical small business owner is only 10 percent Entrepreneur, 20 percent Manager, and 70 percent               
Technician." 
 
The motivation that drives a technician to start his own company is that he doesn’t want to work for                   
a boss. He understands the technical work, so he wants to work for himself. However, he fails to                  
imagine that a business requires numerous types of work besides the technical work itself.              
Ironically, he ends up being a more miserable boss than the one he left. So, this is why most small                    
business don't get sold: they aren't saleable. In order to build a business that you can sell, you                  
need to see your business from a completely different perspective; as Gerber names it, “the               
turn-key revolution.” The turn-key revolution is a concept through which you can transform a              
business from chaos and disorder into a process that ensures order, excitement, and continuous              
growth. 
 
Gerber uses the history of McDonald’s as the perfect outcome of the turn-key revolution; its               
offspring is the business format franchise model. Unlike ‘trade name’ franchises, where only the              
trade or brand name is franchised, a business format franchise lends its brand name as well as an                  
entire format for doing business. 
 
The turn-key revolution and business format franchise go hand-in-hand and they work contrary to              
this popular belief among entrepreneurs, ‘the success of a business resides in the success of the                
product it sells.’ In reality, the true product of a business isn’t the product it sells, but rather in how                    
it sells it to the customers. 
 
Studies conducted by the U.S. Commerce Department from 1971 to 1987 report that, yearly, fewer               
than 5 percent of franchises had been forced out of business, or, over a five-year period, 25                 
percent. On the other hand, independently-owned businesses were obliged to shut down their             
operations at a staggering rate of 80 percent over the same five-year period. This clearly indicates                
the power of the Turn-Key Revolution and the contribution that the Business Format Franchise              
model makes to the small business arena. 
 
Sell the business, not the product. 
Even though your business is not a franchise, you need to build your business to the stage where                  
the systems and processes could be packaged up and sold to multiple clients as a franchise.                
According to Gerber, you need to build a system-dependent business, not a people-dependent             
business. You need to reengineer all the components of your business so that it can run without                 
YOU. 
 
“Pretend that the business you own is the prototype for 5,000 more like it." Imagine that you are                  
going to franchise your business. 
 
What if you’re on a holiday or get sick? What if you have a mental breakdown? If you are unable to                     
free yourself from your business, each time you go away, you will start losing money. Furthermore,                
you will never be able to sell your business if it is overly dependent on you. So, you need to work                     



ON your business, not IN your business. (You may have heard this phrase numerous times from                
your local business coach - ‘The E-Myth’ is the original source!) 
 
Ray Kroc, who took over from the founders of McDonald's, did it perfectly. He worked on                
McDonald’s, not in McDonald’s. He introduced the business format franchise model. He wanted to              
build something that would run without him and would deliver the same results each time, and                
predictably. 
 
The McDonald brothers thought about their first restaurant just like Henry Ford thought about the               
Model T. Ray Kroc himself was able to multiply this system throughout the world by offering                
franchises (watch the movie, ‘The Founder’.) He constructed the components of McDonald’s so             
that the entire business system could be replicated over and over again – each one is working and                  
delivering in the same way as the hundreds or thousands that preceded them. 
 
With this model, within forty years, Ray Kroc’s McDonald’s had become a $40-billion-a-year             
business, with 28,707 restaurants worldwide, serving food to more than 43 million people every              
day in 120 countries. They represent more than 10 percent of the gross restaurant receipts in                
America! You can emulate the same formula for your business, too. 
 
The entrepreneur's job is to create systems, which the manager oversees, and the technician              
executes. 

Continuous and never-ending improvement 
When you transform your business into a system of systems, it starts working without you. The                
system runs the show, and the people run the system. If you’ve designed the system well, all that                  
is left for other people is to learn about how to run the system. This is what has been done at                     
McDonald's, and at Disney World as well as at Federal Express, including any other extraordinarily               
successful business you name! These extraordinary businesses draw extraordinary business          
valuations. 
Once again, the most successful sellers see their business through the eyes of a buyer. Do not                 
forget that the investor is looking for a cash-flow machine. Imagine his delight in discovering that                
your company represents a well-oiled cash-flow machine, which operates and grows without its             
shareholder. 
Are you already ISO 9001 certified? For my own company, becoming certified was a way of leaving                 
the business to run by itself. The principles underlying the ISO 9001 are those invented by Deming                 
for Japan's industrial renaissance in the 1950s. If I were to summarise in a phrase what Deming                 
brought to the field of management studies, it would be "continuous and never-ending             
improvement." When you ask a consultant to set up an ISO 9001 for you, he will set you up                   
providing you with mountains of forms to fill in, procedures to be carried out, and organigrams to                 
study. However, if you manage to prove to your auditor that you are a continuously improving firm,                 
increasing the quality of your products or services on a daily basis, you can do away with most of                   
this paperwork. That is indeed in the spirit of an ISO 9001. 
Your buyer will be able to understand how your company works by reviewing your written               
processes and checklists, and this will give him confidence that your products or services are               
always provided at the same level of quality, over and over again. He will be buying a system, not a                    
group of people in an industrial unit messing around with Post-It notes but rather a true cash-flow                 
machine. 
 



Sidebar: Do you follow a Hub-and-Spoke model, with you at the centre? 
 
If you were to draw a sketch that represents your role in your company, what would it look like? Are                    
you at the top end of a traditional org chart, or are you stuck in the middle of your business, like the                      
hub of a bicycle wheel?  
 
As anyone who has tried to fly British Airways when Heathrow has been hit by a storm knows, a                   
hub-and-spoke model is only as strong as the hub. The moment the hub is under pressure, the                 
entire system goes wrong. Acquirers generally avoid hub-and-spoke-managed businesses         
because they understand the dangers of buying a company too dependent on the owner. Here’s a                
list of nine clues you’re a hub-and-spoke business owner and some suggestions for pulling yourself               
out of the middle of your business:  
 
1. Do you sign all the cheques or control the bank transfers? 
Most business owners sign the cheques, but what happens if you’re away for a couple of days and                  
an important supplier needs to be paid? Consider giving an employee signing authority for cheques               
or for validating bank transfers up to an amount you’re comfortable with and mandate another               
employee to review the bank statements. This gives your business a “checks and balances”              
system to make sure the privileges aren’t abused. Think of the Sovereign and the Prime Minister                
who have influence over each other. In theory, none can exceed their constitutional duties,              
because they each have a degree of oversight with regard to the other. 
 
2. Is your mobile phone bill over £200 a month? 
If your employees are out of their depth a lot, it will show up in your mobile phone bill because you                     
will be calling staff regularly to steer them through problems. Ask yourself whether you’re hiring too                
many junior employees. Sometimes people with a couple of years of industry experience will be a                
lot more self-sufficient and only slightly more expensive than juniors. Also consider getting a virtual               
assistant (VA), or a personal assistant, who can act as a protector of your time and schedule. 
 
3. Is your turnover flat when compared to last year’s?  
Flat turnover from one year to the next can be a sign you are a hub in a hub-and-spoke model. Like                     
forcing water through a hose, you have only so much capacity. No matter how efficient you are,                 
every business dependent on its owner reaches capacity at some point. Consider narrowing your              
product and service line by eliminating technically complex offers that require your personal             
involvement, and instead focus on selling fewer things to more people.  
 
4. Are your holidays disappointing for your family? 
If you spend your holidays giving orders to others on your mobile phone, reducing your family time,                 
it’s time to break free, or rather to let your employees break free. Could you start by taking one day                    
off and seeing how your company does without you? Buyers will love your company if you work up                  
to a point where you can take a few weeks off without your business suffering. Sometimes                
businesses actually benefit from the absence of their overbearing owner!  
 
5. Do you spend a lot of time negotiating? 
If you find yourself constantly involved in approving discount requests or special deals from your               
customers, you are in the way of normal business operations. Consider giving front-line,             
customer-facing employees a range within which they may negotiate and enticing them never to              
give a discount for free, but always to ask for something in return, like faster payment. You may                  



also want to link your sales team's bonus to gross margin in order to reward their contribution to                  
profit, rather than turnover.  
 
6. Do you close the “shop” every night? 
If you are in charge of the close-up process (set the alarm, lock the doors, count the cash), then                   
you are in the way. Start drafting a manual of standard operating procedures and give it to new                  
staff on their first day on the job. For guidance on this, I recommend reading “Work the System”, by                   
Sam Carpenter. 
 
7. Do you know all your clients personally? 
It’s good to have great relationships with clients, but not so good if you are the only one having                   
them. Relying too heavily on your personal relationships you might see as the glue that holds your                 
business together. Replace yourself as a key sales person by hiring a sales team, and have a                 
trusted employee join you when you meet customers so that over time, they build relationships with                
someone else.  
 
8. Do your suppliers invite you to rugby matches?  
Suppliers trying to gain your good favours by sending you tickets to events can be a sign that they                   
see you as the key decision-maker in your business. If you indeed are, you will find yourself in the                   
hub of your business when it comes time to negotiating terms. Consider appointing one of your                
trusted employees as the key contact for a major supplier and give that employee spending               
authority up to a limit that you’re comfortable with. The next step is to make the procurement                 
process more scientific, like in major companies, where purchasing is a KPI-led process rather              
than a relationship one. 
 
9.Are you deluged with emails? 
Staff, clients, and suppliers constantly copying you in on e-mails can be a sign that they are looking                  
for your implicit approval or that you have not clarified at which stage, if any, you want to be                   
involved in their processes. Start by asking your employees to stop using the copy line in an e-mail;                  
ask them to add you to the “to” line if you really must take a decision or carry out a specific action                      
on something.  

Focus on profits 
In the UK, as in most of the OECD countries, it is not tax efficient to draw large salaries. Since the                     
recent dividend tax changes, it is only slightly more tax efficient to derive one's income from                
dividends. Accountants throughout the country usually recommend to owner operators a mixture of             
income in the form of salary and dividends, typically equating to c. 40K for a single shareholder, or                  
80K for a married shareholder couple. This has conscious and unconscious consequences on the              
profits of most SMEs. Let me explain: if you know it will not be tax efficient to generate more than                    
about 70K of net profit, then you are not going to try very hard to maximise your net profit. Imagine                    
the case where the tax brackets allowed business owners to pay themselves 100K each with very                
little tax. As a consequence, you could be sure that the typical net profit in SMEs would be close to                    
the 100K for a single shareholder, or to the 200K mark for a couple of shareholders. The tax                  
system is designed to encourage a specific behaviour. As you can see, it also has unexpected                
consequences on the profits declared by the SMEs. If it is not tax efficient to earn more than 70K in                    
net profit, then it will be all the more tempting to finance the owner's lifestyle through deductible                 
expenses, like a company car, a new iPad, or a business/holiday trip. 



Hence profits are limited to what the owner needs, but the businesses though are not managed to                 
maximize profits. I suggest you get into a profit mindset as this is what the buyer will be motivated                   
by, not your company car, nor your company-sponsored club membership. I recommend reading             
“Profit First”, a book by Mike Michalowicz. This book reminded me, as a business owner of the real                  
reasons we are all in business: to make and maximise profit.  

Have good financial controls in place 
You nееd tо ѕtаrt thіnkіng аbоut wауѕ tо mаxіmіsе рrоfіtаbіlіtу bеfоrе dесіdіng tо ѕеll уоur               
buѕіnеѕѕ. Stаrtіng thеѕе initiatives іn thе middle of a ѕаlе рrосеѕѕ means you have missed уоur                
bеѕt орроrtunіtу to еnhаnсе vаluе. Idеаllу, уоu wаnt to hаvе dеmоnѕtrаblе and hіghеr еаrnіngѕ              
over 3 years by the time you want tо ѕеll. Fосuѕ оn achieving thоѕе ореrаtіоnаl еffісіеnсіеѕ, соѕt                 
rеduсtіоnѕ, аnd оthеr value-еnhаnсеrѕ іn advance, ѕо that hеу can be еаѕіlу and indubitably              
dеmоnѕtrаtеd.  
Hаvіng a financial cоntrоllеr or finance director іn рlасе іѕ a gооd ѕtаrt tо іmрlеmеntіng ѕtrоng                
fіnаnсіаl соntrоlѕ. Tаkе tіmе tо rеаllу undеrѕtаnd уоur buѕіnеѕѕ ореrаtіоnѕ аnd lооk аt рrоfіtаbіlіtу              
frоm аn оbjесtіvе ѕtаndроіnt. Rеlіаblе fіnаnсіаl ѕtаtеmеntѕ, аnd ассurаtе, tіmеlу rероrtіng аrе            
аttrасtіvе fеаturеѕ thаt оftеn іnfluеnсе a buуеr’ѕ dесіѕіоn. Prеѕеntіng уоur buѕіnеѕѕ as one that              
generates ѕоlіd саѕh flоwѕ with a ѕtrоng mаnаgеmеnt tеаm, as well as lоwеr саріtаl еxреndіturе               
rеԛuіrеmеntѕ, wіll роѕіtіоn it аѕ an аttrасtіvе асԛuіѕіtіоn.  
Tо mоѕt buуеrѕ уоu are ѕеllіng future саѕh flоwѕ. Make sure you have a rеаlіѕtіс аnd ѕuрроrtаblе                 
forecast to show. Thіѕ роіntѕ tо thе сrеdіbіlіtу оf mаnаgеmеnt аnd the ԛuаlіtу оf thе buѕіnеѕѕ.                
Prоvіdіng роtеntіаl buуеrѕ wіth fоrесаѕtѕ thаt аrе rеаѕоnаblе, believable, and асhіеvаblе (wіth            
ѕоmе dеgrее оf ѕресіfісіtу оr dеtаіl) can furthеr dеmоnѕtrаtе thе undеrlуіng vаluе оf a buѕіnеѕѕ.               
Gеnеrаllу аррrорrіаtе fоr саѕh-gеnеrаtіng, mаturе, stable buѕіnеѕѕеѕ, аnd thоѕе wіth gооd           
lоng-tеrm рrоѕресtѕ, thіѕ mоrе tесhnісаl mеthоd dереndѕ hеаvіlу оn thе аѕѕumрtіоnѕ mаdе аbоut             
lоng-tеrm buѕіnеѕѕ соndіtіоnѕ. Eѕѕеntіаllу, thе vаluаtіоn of your business will always, in the end,              
be bаѕеd оn multiples of profits. A great tool to have in your business is a 3-month, or 1-year,                   
cash- flow forecast. Cash is the blood of your small business. Having a forecast will enable you to                  
focus on the generation of cash, rather than on the accounting profits of your business. 
Also, keep in mind that your business has to appeal to the lender who will be financing your buyer.                   
The more your company's cash flow is predictable and secure, the higher the likelihood the lender                
will accept to share the risk with the buyer. 
 
Sidebar: Interview of Kevin Ansett, Pecunia 
What are the benefits of having a well-managed cash flow? 
 
Kevin: The main benefit of good cash flow is that it helps you deal with fundamental expenses: 
rent, staff, suppliers. Good cash flow can also boost your credit rating which can then lead to better 
access to credit, which certainly gives the business peace of mind. Good cash flow keeps the 
business operating, leading to stability and the potential to grow. It also allows for any unforeseen 
events that come up and may need some cash injection or cash funding. Getting a good reputation 
in the marketplace by paying all your bills on time helps tremendously. An added benefit of this is 
that a business will have better access to finance as well as potentially growing the business 
through acquisition. 
 
 
How are credit scores for businesses calculated? 
 

https://pecunia2016.co.uk/about/


Kevin: Credit-scoring agencies base themselves on the financial statements.  They look at the level 
of cash, the current ratio (current assets/current liabilities), the quick ratio (current assets – 
inventory)/current liabilities, the debt to equity ratio, as well as the payment history insofar it is 
reported to the agency. In addition, the agency will consider anything in the public domain, such as 
county court judgments. Businesses which are fond of paying bills by credit card that may leave a 
footprint which may have a slightly negative rating. If the business is a sole trader or a partnership, 
a lot of its financial scoring will be based on the individual's financial capacity.  
 
 
When you speak to your clients, which key steps do you advise to improve cash flow? 
 
Kevin: First of all, businesses that do credit checks before accepting a client are 30% less likely to 
fail. Secondly, a business needs to ensure it has robust terms and conditions, including clear 
payment terms. We advocate that every business, no matter how small or large, should have a 
credit policy to which everybody in the organisation adheres. This policy should state that a new 
client account should always be signed off by the credit manager. Once trading starts, the credit 
manager needs to stay involved to make sure the client is behaving well. A business should have a 
sound credit-control function, making sure that there are policies in place for sending out invoices 
on time, as all invoices should be sent out within 24 hours of the job being done. I still see small 
businesses that do the job on the first of the month but do not invoice until the 30th of the month! 
That has a terrible impact on the cash flow. There also needs to be a process for when the account 
is overdue, which entails calling the customer as quickly as possible. For larger customers, it is 
preferable to phone beforehand, and have a proactive collection technique. Thereafter, make sure 
you follow up with a polite reminder by post. Make sure that you do not threaten the customer if 
you have no intentions of following through. A good credit controller is a confident operative, who 
knows the job and speaks regularly to customers on the telephone. Pick someone who's not 
frightened to pick up the phone! Don't be afraid to ask for payment: all you're asking for is part of 
the sales contract. As you fulfilled your obligations, it is now the customer's turn to fulfil theirs by 
paying the invoice. 
 
 
How do you recommend that businesses keep an eye on their cash flow?  
 
Kevin: Any form of cash flow forecast is a really good way to start. There are some simple 
templates which smaller businesses can pick up on the internet. It will focus the company on what 
exactly is coming in to the company and what is going out each month. Sometimes, when business 
owners are very focused on their skills, their unique products and services, they may forget about 
cash flow. Some business owners still don't understand the difference between profits and cash 
flow, thinking all is fine if the company is making a profit. However, cash is needed in the business 
to pay wages, suppliers, and so on. 
 
Even profitable companies have gone down by running out of cash.  Again, you need robust and 
proactive monitoring of all cash inflows and outflows, highlighting and acting on late payments so 
that you can still meet the financial commitments of your business. 
 
 
Do you think it’s easier to sell the company with a good cash flow and credit control systems? 
 
Kevin: An investor, a lender, or a trade buyer will certainly look at the profits, the products, etc. But 
unless you've got a first-class credit control function, and you have cash in the business, then I 
know from first-hand experience that the deal will fail. Lenders will be concerned by the overdue 
invoices. Investors will be wary of taking on the personal guarantee for the overdraft. I really 



advocate that a good credit control function is paramount to any business that is looking for a 
buyer. 
 
  
Sidebar: 10 characteristics that make your company more valuable than your competitors’ 
 
The value of your company is partly determined by your sector. For example, cloud-based software 
companies are generally worth more than haulage companies these days.  
 
However, even when analysing business sales in the same industry, there are major variations in 
valuation.  
 
1. Recurring turnover 
 
The more the turnover originates from monthly recurring contracts or subscriptions, the more 
valuable your business will be to a buyer. Even if subscriptions are not the norm in your sector, if 
you can find some form of recurring turnover (in the form of maintenance contracts, for instance), it 
will make your company much more valuable than those of your competitors. 
 
2. Niche positioning 
 
Trade buyers, in particular, buy what they cannot easily replicate on their own. Private investors 
are reassured by a “blue ocean” marketplace. Hence, companies with a unique product or service 
that is difficult for a competitor to copy are more valuable than a business that sells a commodity. If 
your company does sell a commodity, think about your Unique Selling Proposition. What makes 
the customer choose you above any other option in the marketplace, including doing nothing? 
 
3. Growth 
 
Trade buyers looking to increase sales growth through acquisition will pay a premium for your 
company if it is growing much faster than its sector peers.  
 
4. Trendy 
 
Tired old trade buyers often try to buy excitement through the acquisition of a trendy young 
business in their sector.  If you are the jewel of your sector's trade publication, expect to get a 
premium acquisition offer.  
 
5. Emplacement 
 
If you have a great location with natural physical characteristics that are difficult to replicate (think 
of a freight forwarder right next to the port of Dover), you’ll have buyers who understand your 
industry interested in your location as well as your business.  
 
6. Diverse customer list 
 
Buyers pay a premium, or at least don't discount the price of a company which has little customer 
concentration. Make sure no customer amounts to more than 5 percent of your turnover, and your 
company will be more valuable than a competitor’s that has just a few big customers. Plus, you can 
tell your disrespectful and late-paying clients to go fly a kite on Camber beach! 
 
7. Processed sales and marketing 
 



If you have developed a sales and marketing process, with a documented conversion rate, and a 
conversion funnel to go with it, your secret customer-acquiring formula will make your company 
more valuable to an acquirer than a competitor who is counting on word of mouth to get his next 
client. 
 
8. Good books and records 
 
Businesses that invest in audited statements have financials that are usually viewed by acquirers 
as more trustworthy. You may want to get your books reviewed professionally each year even if 
audited statements are not necessary for your size of business. In any case, make sure that you 
have at least 3 years of clean books and records, which can be easily audited by the buyer's due 
diligence team. It goes without saying but avoid any off-the-books cash movements. It's illegal, 
unfair, and the buyer won't be able to take it into account in their valuation. 
 
9. A second- level management 
 
Businesses with second-level management, having agreed to remain with the company after the 
sale, is more valuable than businesses where all the power and knowledge are in the hands of the 
owner. In addition, the lender won't commit funds without the incumbent management staying on, 
or at least without a clear succession plan, shouldered by the current MD. 
 
10. Happy clients 
 
Being able to prove that your clients are happy and intend to keep on buying from you will make 
your business more valuable than a competitor’s which does not have a means of tracking 
customer satisfaction. 
 
As when a flowing tide lifts all boats, your broad sector typically defines a range of multiples within 
which your business is likely to sell for. However, whether you are at the bottom or at the top of the 
range comes down to elements that have nothing to do with your sector, but rather on, how you run 
your business. 

Accumulate retained earnings 
As previously stated, most OECD members, including the UK, have different levels of tax              
according to the type of income concerned.  
Salary income is the most highly taxed: income tax's marginal tax rate after 150K GBP of income is                  
high (the additional rate is as high as 46%), national insurance. 
Dividend income comes next. However, it is still taxed at a marginal tax rate of 46%. 
Capital gains tax is usually the lowest of tax rates; in the UK, the CGT is at 20%, or 28% for                     
residential property. Yet, we are privileged to have a lower regime of capital gains tax called,                
Entrepreneurs Relief. Business owners who sell their shares, or sole traders who sell their assets,               
and who meet the criteria of Entrepreneurs Relief only pay 10% of Capital Gains Tax. This is one                  
of the lowest of all the OECD economies, on a par with Luxembourg and Turkey. To qualify for                  
Entrepreneurs Relief, you have to have held the shares for a minimum of 2 years; have to be an                   
employee or an office holder of the company, and the business needs to be a trading activity rather                  
than an investment activity (such as, buy-to-let property, for instance, although holiday rentals do              
qualify.) Make sure you do not get this wrong! To be certain that you can claim Entrepreneurs                 
Relief go through the criteria with an expert and verify that all the criteria are in place. A common                   
oversight is, for example, the fact that your wife draws dividends from the company but is neither a                  
director nor an employee. In such a case, she would not be eligible for Entrepreneurs Relief, and                 



would have to pay 20% CGT on the sale of her shares. Twenty percent is quite low. Nevertheless,                  
why pay more tax than you have to? 
Finally, Entrepreneurs Relief is subjected to a lifetime ceiling of £10m. So, if you own your business                 
with your wife, and you sell your business for £10m, you will both have the capacity to benefit from                   
Entrepreneurs Relief in the future on the next £5m of capital gains, 
Frequently, business owners spend the last years of their career accumulating cash. The advice              
they typically receive from their accountant is to do so in order to extract surplus cash from their                  
business at closing and extract it at the Entrepreneurs Relief rate of 10% rather than at the                 
marginal tax rate of 46%. However, keep in mind that this cash must have been generated from                 
trading, and must not have been invested. Therefore, do not have the company buy investment               
property with the surplus cash, and make sure it is not even put in a deposit interest-bearing                 
account. Take great care! 

Tell your management team 
Selling the business that you founded is a highly emotional exercise. For the first time, you will be                  
opening your books to non-accountant third parties; you will be scrutinised; your decisions             
evaluated, or even questioned, and your strategic decisions analysed. You might feel occasionally             
on the defensive, or even angry at the questions thrown your way. In order to avoid this, some                  
business owners ask their management team to manage the process for them. Although they also               
have an emotional attachment to the company, it is not their company, and they can stand back                 
and view the process in a more dispassionate way.  
Mike, from Ashford, recently sold his company, and asked his management team to orchestrate the               
disposal process. He wishes to remain anonymous for this interview. 
 
What were the advantages of having the management team deal with the sale process? 
 
Mike: First, you need to trust your management team enough to share with them your intention to 
sell and your timing. Before selling the business to a trade buyer, I had worked with my 
management on raising equity. Therefore, the management team was already aware of this 
process, and I just had to pivot them towards selling the whole business. The sale process was 
much easier because our interests were aligned. Since the buyer knew the management team was 
effectively running the company, they didn’t have to ask me to stay after the sale.  
 
Were these managers also shareholders in your business? 
 
Mike: Yes. I had sold two of them 5% each, 4 years ago. They got the money from savings, family 
and friends. 
 
When did you inform your staff? 
 
Mike: The staff was informed very late, only a few days before completion. 
 
What would you have done differently, if you could do the process once again? 
 
Mike: I would probably have had a stronger shareholder agreement drafted. As it was not written 
for this purpose, it was a bit weak in the context of this deal. Therefore, I would probably spend 
more time on it. If you have multiple shareholders in your business, a strong shareholder 
agreement is probably the most important document for a successful exit. 



In addition, I think selling shares to management benefited the growth of the company. When you 
strongly believe you have the right people, it’s a good idea to get them onboard and invested in the 
business.  
 
 
Although your management team is undoubtedly good at managing your business, selling a             
company may be very new to them. You could ask a business coach to accompany them during                 
the process, ideally one who has already been through the process of company disposal (quite a                
few former business owners, having adverse reactions to the concept of retirement, become             
business coaches.) They could also be given help by the corporate finance adviser you mandate,               
should you decide to do so. 

Tell your employees. 
Your employees are the working life force of your business. Deciding the best time to tell them is a                   
critical aspect of the acquisition process. To ensure a seamless transition of ownership, it is               
important to ensure your employees are as relaxed as possible about the acquisition process.              
Uncertainty breeds doubt and fear. Therefore, I recommend that you only tell your employees as               
late as possible to avoid creating a climate of uncertainty which might affect business operations at                
a delicate point in the transition process. A good time could be after a letter of intent has been                   
signed. This would be at a time when a qualified buyer has been selected, sworn to secrecy, and                  
you have a good chance of getting the deal consolidated with this investor. 
However, when you are ready to communicate, go all in. Organise entire staff meetings; if possible,                
meet each individual staff member separately, and repeat the message over and over again: “I               
have found a safe pair of hands to take care of the company’s future. Our legacy, name, staff and                   
link to the community will be preserved. I have full confidence in the buyer and wish him all the                   
best." 
Emphasize the positive aspects of the process. You can explain that the company needs new               
energy and new ideas to move forward and, as you have been in the company for some time, you                   
can no longer see the wood for the trees.  
When you make commitments, stick to them. The type of buyer you will select will have a great                  
deal of importance in your staff’s eyes. For instance, if you were to sell to a trade buyer, synergies                   
would typically be sought by relocating; making staff cuts to get rid of duplicate roles; changing the                 
name above the door, etc. If you have decided not to sell to a competitor, stick to it. If you commit                     
to sell your business to your employees, keep your promise. 

3. Make yourself ready for a sale. 

Your mindset 
So, you have been coming to the office every day, rain or shine, for years and years, and suddenly                   
this will stop. Not brutally of course, but progressively, you won't be needed anymore by the buyer.                 
Can you imagine how that will feel? Demographic studies show a sharp jump in mortality after                
retirement. The lack of mental stimulation as well as the lack of a certain amount of good stress are                   
considered to be the main causes of early death. 
What will you do with your spare time? You may want to spend more time with your family, with                   
your friends, or even start or acquire a new business. Whatever you do, plan it carefully to make                  



sure your brain stays busy and alert and your calendar full in order to avoid depression and                 
idleness. 
Buyers and their lenders very often insist that the seller stays on for one or two years after the sale.                    
This may even, in some cases, condition the payment of an earn-out, which is a form of deferred                  
consideration based on financial targets. Staying on will provide the seller with a smooth transition;               
will reassure the lender and will also give you a gradual way out. However, many business owners                 
report that their new position as an employee or consultant can be a bit awkward, with confusion                 
arising in the minds of the employees as to who is the boss. 

Your age 
Your age has a big impact on your attitude toward your company, and your feelings about the                 
perspective of selling it. 
 
For example, one firm of corporate finance advisers refuses to take mandates from business              
owners over the age of 70. They have found that septuagenarians are so personally invested that                
they can rarely bring themselves to sell their business - frequently calling off the sale at the                 
eleventh hour, claiming they wouldn’t know what to do with themselves if they didn't have a                
business to run anymore. 
 
While it’s always dangerous to make generalisations - especially based on something as sensitive              
as age – a few patterns can emerge. 

Owners aged 25 to 49 
Twenty- and thirty-something business owners grew up in an age when job security did not exist.                
They watched as their parents got made redundant a few times or sent off into early retirement,                 
and that led to a world-weary attitude towards the role of a business in society. 
 
Business owners in their twenties and thirties nowadays see their businesses as a means to an                
end, and most expect to sell in the next 5 to 10 years. In a similar manner to their employed class                     
or university friends, who move to a new job every 3 to 5 years, business owners in this age group                    
often expect to start a few companies in their lifetime. 

Aged 50 to 69 
In the post-war years, an employee agreed to be loyal to the company, and, in return, the company                  
agreed to provide a good living and a pension for a few happy years. 
 
Many of the business owners in this generation think of their company as more than a source of                  
profit. They see their company as part of a community and, by extension, themselves as               
community leaders. 
 
To many of this generation, the idea of selling their business feels like abandoning their employees                
and their community. That’s why so many business owners in their 50s and 60s know they need to                  
sell to guarantee their company's and their own future, but they want to make sure their loyal                 
employees and their legacy are protected. 



Seventy plus 
Business owners in their seventies and eighties feel a great sense of loss without their business -                 
that’s why so many refuse to sell or experience depression after they do. As a result, many                 
businesses owned by more senior owners run the risk of disappearing along with their founder. 

Your finances: What will be your source of cash flow post-sale? 
You could invest the proceeds in another less risky asset: property, public stocks, bonds. 
In terms of personal finance, you will be replacing a source of cash flow by capital. My 4-year-old                  
son said to me when I mentioned I was selling my company, "But daddy, what about your cash                  
flow?"  
Although your capital will be more lightly taxed than your salary and dividends, it will also be a                  
one-off. Moreover, if you want to preserve the capital and receive an income from it, it may be                  
difficult to find an investment with a return on investment comparable to that of a small business.                 
Let us say, for example, that you were getting a cash flow of £100K in salary and dividends from                   
your business, which you then sell for £700K. That is a return on equity of 14%. You will be hard                    
pressed to find a replacement asset to acquire with such a return on equity. Since the risk is so                   
much lower, the returns you will be getting in property, or on quoted shares, are closer to the 5%                   
mark. The dividend yield for BP PLC shares is currently 6,11%. Therefore, if you invest your £700K                 
in BP shares, you will only receive 42K of dividend income, which you will not be able to tax                   
optimise using the mixture of salary and dividends which you had in your limited company.  
You could also remain as a consultant and invoice your hours; this will be welcomed by the seller                  
and by his lender. However, it may not be a long-term agreement, depending on how much the                 
seller needs you going forward, and how much the business depends on you.  
You could also receive the consideration on a deferred basis. For instance, if you agree on a price                  
for your business of £240K, the seller could make 60 monthly payments of £4K to you. If you agree                   
to a deferred consideration, you can also negotiate a higher total value with the seller, which he will                  
likely accept as he will be saving on the lender's interest and minimising his own risk. 
You could decide that your other sources of cash flow, such as your pension, suffice, and spend                 
your capital. To be honest, I like this idea. After having worked extremely hard all one's life, a                  
business owner deserves to splash out on some amazing holidays, travel, or even toys for               
grandchildren. If you have more than enough, go ahead, treat the family and your friends, and                
enjoy travelling around the world. 
Typically, when you sell your small business, you won't get a cheque for the full consideration and                 
ride away into the sunset. Most of the time, you will receive a mixture of initial payment and a                   
deferred consideration. You could also agree with the buyer, should it make more sense to you, to                 
receive the entire consideration on a deferred basis, paid monthly, quarterly, or annually. This is               
particularly useful when the particularities of your business make it difficult for the seller to get a                 
loan to finance the acquisition. You could also negotiate, in exchange for a deferred consideration,               
a higher total value for your shares.  
The down payment could be anything from 10% to 100% of the total consideration. Before you                
accept the level of down payment, do keep in mind that in order to claim Entrepreneurs Relief, you                  
will have to declare the whole amount of your capital gains in your next self-assessment, which                
means that you will also have to pay your tax before 31 January of the following tax year. For                   
example, if you sell your company on 15 February 2019, you will declare it in your self-assessment                 
for the 2018-2019 tax year and will have to pay it before the 31st of January 2020. Make sure that                    
the down payment is enough to cover your tax bill, i.e. at least 10% of the total consideration. 



4. Be well advised 

Do you need an adviser? 
Do you fix your teeth yourself? The answer is no, since you go to a dentist. It is always useful to                     
use a specialist who does one thing year in, year out, and does it well. You don't want to risk what                     
is typically your most valuable asset based on bad advice. Reading this book is a good start (you                  
will save a lot of money if you follow the recommendations on how to claim Entrepreneurs Relief or                  
how to extract surplus cash, for instance). However, it is of great benefit to be guided by a                  
professional. 

Which advisers do you need? 

A business broker 
The broker will theoretically manage the sale process: 

● advise on the price; 
● prepare a data room; 
● prepare an IM; 
● advertise the business; 
● receive the offers; 
● check the buyers’ credentials and source of funds; 
● prepare the LOI; 
● apply pressure on the advisers to execute the deal. 

 
A corporate finance adviser, or M&A adviser, is basically a more prestigious way to label a                
business broker. The business brokerage market is not regulated and, hence, anyone can call              
himself a business broker. However, corporate finance advisers are typically authorised by the             
FCA or registered with the Institute of Chartered Accountants. 
Understanding the standard pricing structure brokers adopt can be a major cost-saver and your              
knowledge of these structures will also save you some unwanted terms when trying to sell your                
business. Clinton Lee, founder of the EXIT firm (ukbusinessbrokers.com), notes that employing a             
business broker will usually cost you around 8%-10% of the total business listing or selling price,                
with exceptional cases going as low as 1.5%, and 12% on the high-end. However, fee structure                
varies widely depending on factors like size and a broker's mode of operation. 
According to Clinton, you can differentiate between brokers by considering the way they charge              
fees. The largest brokers implement aggressive client acquisition models, using large-scale cold            
calling, and will typically charge a percentage after successfully selling your business. This             
no-sale-no-fee model is the reason why most businesses listed for sale in the UK are represented                
by such brokers. You simply need to sign the contract and they will market your business for you,                  
but you should be wary of the terms included in such agreements. 
The other class of brokers primarily targets larger businesses. They charge a retainer fee for the                
work that needs to be done prior to the business going on the market. The larger the business, the                   
higher the fee, so a business with a revenue of £50 million will incur a higher retainer fee than a                    
business with a turnover of between £1 million and £10 million.  
Business brokers who may already have contacted you include such firms as BCMS, KBS              
Corporate, Avondale, or Evolution CBS. There are many firms in this market, and it can be a bit                  



confusing. If you want to mandate a broker, I recommend you speak to Clinton as he is the expert                   
in selecting the right broker for the right business. 
 
Most sellers I spoke to are quite disappointed with their broker for one of the following reasons:  

● they don't do much beyond advertising it for sale; 
● the Info memo is a bit light or of a "boilerplate" type; 
● they are slow to reply to your information request and are slow in managing investor               

inquiries; 
● most of all, the offers you will receive for the company are typically much lower than the                 

valuation provided to you in the first place. Brokers do tend to give inflated valuations to                
businessowners to flatter them, get them dreaming so that they sign the contract.             
Disappointment comes at a later stage for the seller;  

● if you work on a success-fee basis with your broker, your interests may not be aligned. The                 
broker wants to sell your business to be able to focus their resources on the next deal. To                  
him/her, a £100K increase in the sale price will only mean an £5K additional fee. Can you                 
see the asymmetric incentive to get a better deal from the buyer?  

Corporate finance advisers 
If you want more personalised advice, it may be a good option to consider using the services of a                   
corporate finance adviser. It is wise to pay your adviser a retainer in addition to a success fee in                   
order to make sure that your interests are aligned.  
Your corporate finance adviser can be locally based, which will allow him to reach out to local                 
private investors, family offices, or private equity firms. 
You can also mandate a sector-specific corporate finance adviser, who knows your industry and              
who the likely trade buyers are. 
Many business owners looking to exit inform their accountant. The company's accountant is not              
necessarily a good source of advice on the disposal process, as it is quite a specialist field. It can                   
also be tempting to listen to one's accountant to get a valuation. However, if you don't want to end                   
up with an unrealistic idea of the value of your business, it is better to speak to a specialist. Your                    
chartered accountant can however be of help in order to make your company's accounts as               
attractive as possible for a buyer. He will advise you on how to maximise profits, account for                 
depreciation or compile the financial data room which will satisfy the buyer as well as the lender's                 
due diligence team. 
You will save a lot of time and money by selecting a corporate finance lawyer. Although it may be                   
tempting to ask your family lawyer, your golf buddy lawyer, or your generalist business lawyer to                
represent you, you will save time by selecting your local legal corporate finance expert. You need a                 
dealmaker who gets deals done, not a deal killer, who just wants to preserve the existing                
relationship with your company or to justify their fees. 
Although all these advisers are corporate finance specialists, you also need to take responsibility if               
the deal stalls. Sometimes also, it helps to get the advisers out of the way, to lock yourself in a                    
meeting room with the buyer, and to work out the disagreements. 
I believe all business owners should have a business coach. The main purpose of a coach is to                  
hold you accountable to the vision and the goals you define. Your coach will gently remind you of                  
your commitments, and make sure you get things done. A business coach will also be there to                 
assist you during the disposal process, and make sure you have a clear vision of what value you                  
want for your business. You may want to select a Certified Value Builder coach, who specialises in                 
making sure you get as much value as you can for your business by following a multiple-step                 
system to increase your "Value Builder Score". To know more about this, visit exitwell.co.uk. 



Don't hide behind your advisers. The key success factor in a deal is rapport building between the                 
seller and the buyer. If the buyer can't speak to you face to face without half a dozen advisers                   
being there as well, or isn't given access to you to build trust and rapport, he may get discouraged                   
and lose interest. 

Solicitors 
A solicitor will protect your interests throughout the transaction. In particular, the solicitor will make 
sure that the documents drafted by the buyer’s solicitors, i.e. the Heads of Terms and the Sale and 
Purchase agreement, are in your interest, and will advise you to negotiate better terms if 
necessary. 

It is critical that you retain a highly specialised solicitor, focused on commercial law, and ideally on 
small business disposals. It is recommended that you negotiate with your solicitor a flat fee for the 
whole transaction all the way to completion, otherwise your legal bill can run up, especially if you 
have a picky buyer on the other side, or complex issues, such as the transfer of property assets. 

Typical sell-side solicitor fees are in the region of £10K, provided the deal is straightforward and 
there are not complex legal (especially tax or property), issues to deal with. 

5. Different types of buyers. 

Your children.  
Your business will be considered a family business if you pass it on to the next generation. Building                  
a family business is a great way to preserve your legacy through the generations and to share a                  
unique opportunity with your children. Handing your business over to the next generation does not               
mean gifting it, although the UK has quite a generous tax regime for share gifts. For inheritance tax                  
purposes, a gift of shares to your child is called a lifetime transfer. If you survive 7 years after the                    
gift, there is no inheritance tax to pay.  
We usually are quite aware of our children's financial situation and tend to believe they could not                 
acquire our business due to lack of financial means. Nothing is further from the truth. If your                 
children are strongly motivated to take over your business as the next family generation in charge,                
many options exist. If there is a difficulty with raising a down payment, the easiest way to organise                  
the transition is to offer that your child pay the value of the business on a 100% deferred basis.                   
That way, the consideration can be paid out of the dividends of the company, monthly or yearly,                 
whichever suits you best. 
If you require a down payment and if there is not enough surplus cash in the company to provide                   
you with one, you can team your child up with an investor, who can split the equity in exchange for                    
cash. 
Anita Brightley-Hodges, Chairman, Family Business Place, The home of Family Business 
 
Should you gift your company to your children or sell it to them? 
 
Anita: If you plan to gift your shares, as an advisor I would ask the children if they were prepared to 
buy the shares from their family. If they respond affirmatively, then I'd know they are ready for the 
challenge. If they don't, I would recommend that you all think again about it.  
 
There are 4 reasons why you would join the family business. One is because you are passionate 
about it. Second, if you didn't join, then your family business would cease to exist, and it is often 
the case that the family name is above the door. The third is, if you would be depriving the family of 



its income, which it may depend on. And the fourth reason is that you can't get a job from 
anywhere else. At least if know where your children stand on these options, you can act 
accordingly and put the appropriate training and development in place. 
 
As the business owner, you really have to understand what your children's aspirations are; what 
they want, and how they would get on with each other. Also, do not forget consulting their most 
trusted advisor, too - their wife or husband.  
 
 
In which generation are family businesses most at risk? 
 
Anita: The third generation is the most difficult one. There is a well-known phrase: shirtsleeves to 
shirtsleeves: the first generation starts the business, the second generation builds it, and the third 
generation may very well squander it. Family businesses are renowned for succession by 
meritocracy, as in a non-family business, and are often accused of nepotism. Research shows only 
30% of businesses successfully transition generation 1 to 2; only 12% from generation 2 to 3, and 
only 4% survive from generation three onwards.  
 
The high failure rate is mainly understood because of two essential factors - poor communication 
between family members, and failure to plan the future adequately and in a timely way. Planning is 
essential; it can be planning for an exit, for a sale, for succession, a merger, planning for growth via 
employee ownership or franchise. Most family businesses don't really understand that they have 
options, and the impact their choice will have on both the business and the wider family. 
 
 
Typically, are children still interested in carrying on the family business as before? 
 
Anita: Many parents would rather the children do their own thing: go to university, travel the world, 
go to work for somebody else first and get some extra skills before coming back and working in the 
family business. Children with an exposure to the wider world are less at risk from frustration and 
the feeling that they have not chosen their career with the passion that drives us.  Many children 
can be interested in carrying the family business on if they feel that they are doing something they 
love, and that they can own and be responsible for their role in it. The ability to bring their skillset to 
the family business has to go hand-in-hand with the parents being open to change, for example, by 
embracing new technology or in seeking new markets.  The key selling points if you want to 
persuade your children to take on the family business are: flexibility, a balanced lifestyle, inclusion 
in decision making, being accountable, having their ideas listened to, and getting leadership 
training and development. These are values that millennials appreciate and seek out. They can find 
these benefits in a family business in a way that corporate employers fail to understand or provide. 
 

The broke buyers 
For the past few years there have been quite a few training companies popping up teaching                
aspiring business buyers to acquire companies without using any of their own money. People who               
undergo this training are typically existing business owners, or opportunistic-minded entrepreneurs. 
These buyers typically have little personal capital but a great deal of motivation and thirst for new                 
knowledge. Although hundreds go through these training programmes every year, only a tiny             
percentage end up actually buying a business; most get discouraged by their high failure rate, and                
their lack of success in identifying business owners happy to go along with their suggested deal                
structures. 
Two types of deals are usually put forward: 



The 100% leveraged model 
A leveraged buy out is a transaction where the buyer will look at the company’s assets and try to                   
leverage them using a specialist lender or his/her own bank. There is a risk of overleveraging a                 
business by piling on debt it cannot repay. Although most LBOs include a share of equity invested                 
by the buyer, some highly leveraged deals are 100% debt financed – this is possible but is risky. 
An asset-backed lender can use several kinds of company assets as collateral: inventory, debtors,              
or property. Raising asset-backed debt for acquisition finance makes complete sense, and is used              
all the time. However, as “broke” buyers are dependent on the company assets to raise finance,                
they will only be able to give you as a down payment the amount they can raise against the assets.                    
Moreover, beyond a partial personal guarantee, they will have little “skin in the game”: if ever the                 
deal turns sour, they can be tempted to walk away. I recommend always making sure your acquirer                 
injects some of his own funds (personal or corporate) into an acquisition - at least 10% of the down                   
payment. This sorts the wheat from the chaff and makes sure your interests are aligned. 

The 100% deferred consideration 
These buyers will suggest that your business is entirely paid from future profits, in the form of a                  
deferred consideration. Although 100% deferred consideration deals are done all the time,            
especially if your company is asset rich and profit poor, if you have a profitable company, with                 
unique strengths, you should be able to get better than that. Once again, make sure your interests                 
are aligned with the seller’s by making sure that he has “skin in the game”; typically, in the form of                    
equity contributed to the deal. Beware of 100% deferred deals with zero cash invested by the                
buyer. Don’t give your “baby” away for free! 

The trade buyers 
Trade buyers, aka strategic buyers, can be a great option. They typically can pay more because                
they will perceive that they can reap the benefits of synergies, which would typically materialise by                
adding your clients to their list without all your administrative burden. They will often seek to save                 
on administration costs  

● by moving your staff to their existing premises, saving on the current lease (not so good if                 
you own the unit); 

● by pruning staff which duplicate with existing members of their team; 
● by rationalising marketing by getting rid of your brand; 
● by integrating their new acquisition into their own company’s culture. 

 
These “low hanging fruit” may very well translate in a higher purchase price for your shares, or the                  
assets of the company. Indeed, asset sales are preferred by trade buyers as a form of protection                 
against hidden liabilities. 
However, you may have issues with the side effects of a trade sale; typically, the loss of your                  
brand, culture, and legacy, the dismissal of loyal staff members, or the move to a new site in                  
Slough or Peterborough. 
 
Sidebar: Which is better, a private investor or a trade buyer? 
 
If you decide to sell your business to an outside buyer, you are going to have to decide between a                    
private investor and a trade buyer - understanding the different perspectives of these two buyers               
can be a way of getting the best price for your business. 



 
A financial buyer, such as a private investor or private equity firm, is acquiring your future profit                 
stream. To that effect, they will evaluate your company based on how much profit it is likely to                  
make and how reliable that source of profit is likely to be. The more profit you can convince them                   
your company will produce, the more they will pay for your business.  
 
But there is a limit to how much they will pay, because financial buyers are limited by the                  
covenants of their lenders. Typically, banks lend a maximum of 2,5x EBITDA. Therefore, the              
difference between the price you are expecting, be it 3x or 4x EBITDA, must either come from the                  
buyer's equity, or be paid to you on a deferred basis. 
 
Financial buyers do not have a strategic rationale for buying your business. They don’t have sales                
teams to sell your product or a network of distributors where your product could be sold. They don't                  
even have to have knowledge of your sector. They are simply trying to get a return on their                  
investors’ money, or on their own money. They will want to get their own equity investment back in                  
2 or 3 years, maximum. They tend to buy small and mid-sized businesses using a combination of                 
equity, debt, and deferred consideration. Contrary to private investors, who may well hold on for               
the long term, private equity funds typically have the hope of selling your business five to seven                 
years after the acquisition. 
 
Because financial buyers are usually investors and not operators, they want you and your team to                
stick around, so they usually defer the payment of a part of the consideration to make sure that you                   
remain involved. 
 
A trade buyer is a different animal - usually a larger company in your sector, they are evaluating                  
your business based on what it is worth in their hands. They will try and estimate how much of their                    
product or service they can sell if they added you to their own range of products and services.                  
Because of their size, this can often lead to buyers who are willing and able to pay much more for                    
your business. 
 
Sidebar: Brian Weatherly, President, International Dental Practice Solutions at a ‘Fortune 500            
Company’ – will send me pic 
 
As a strategic buyer, what makes a target business attractive to you? 
 
Brian: What we’re looking for is alignment with our existing businesses. It could either be a 

business selling a similar product to what we already provide, or it could be a complementary 
product to our current offering.  

 
How do you typically structure a deal? 
 
Brian: Each deal is unique. But the typical way that we would structure a deal is to require the 

commitment of the current owner for a given time. Therefore, we would either leave the current 
owner with shares in their business (up to 49%), depending on the owner’s wishes, or offer a 
deferred consideration over a 2, 3, or 5-year period. In the case of a purchase of a majority 
ownership of the company, we would typically pay more for the remaining shares in the future. 

 
Does selling to a large corporate always mean the end for the name, the legacy, and the staff of an 

acquired SME? 
 



Brian: It depends. In many cases the acquirer will try to integrate the target business into the larger 
company. However, in some cases, the brand can live on, and most of the staff can be 
retained. 

 
Would you have any additional advice from a strategic buyer’s perspective for small business 

owners who want to sell their businesses in Kent? 
 
Brian: Just try to define, with your family and/or professional advisers, what kind of an exit you 

want. The price is obviously an important factor, but the legacy of the business is just as much 
of one. You ask all the important questions and choose the buyer carefully. 

The financial buyers 

Private equity 
If your business is profitable enough to interest PE firms (typically with over £1m in profit before                 
tax), you are likely to be able to get a good valuation, especially if you organise a competitive                  
process. Currently a lot of money lies in the coffers of private equity firms, ready to be invested                  
(“dry powder”), and with more money than deals (or sense). Use that to your advantage.  
For smaller firms you can also get financial buyers interested.  

Visa investors 
Many people want to come and live in the UK, looking for the rule of law, personal safety, and a                    
business-friendly climate. In order to attract foreign capital and entrepreneurs, the UK government             
has put in place a specific visa allowing a special path to UK residence and citizenship. The Tier 1                   
Entrepreneur and Investor visas give individuals with respectively £200K and £2m to invest in UK               
businesses the right to live in the UK. 
Evgeny: how much do visa applicants typically invest in UK businesses? 
From which country do they come? 
Are there more visa investors than companies for sale, or vice versa? 

Private investors 
These are private individuals with available liquid capital, typically business owners having recently             
exited their own company. The typical persona of this kind of buyer has started a company in their                  
20s or 30s and has exited it in their 40s or 50s. They have a long experience of running a small                     
business, and although financially independent, want to take on a new challenge. Usually business              
and financially astute, they won’t typically overpay for your business, but they will give you a fair                 
market value and have both the capital and the relationships with lenders to make the deal happen.  
In addition to private investors, family offices are increasingly interested in small business             
acquisitions. The source of a family office’s funds is family money, typically from the sale or the                 
operation of a larger business.  

Your existing management team 
You’ve heard of management buy-outs. As you are an entrepreneur, and like taking your future in                
your own hands, here is something that should suit you even better: you can organise a VIMBO, a                  
Vendor Initiated Management Buy Out. This situation is ideal as you control the buyers, the price,                
and the terms, and provide a great opportunity for your worthy management team. 
As with a management buy-out, the difficulty is always that the management contributes to the               
down payment. Few employees have the capital required to acquire a valuable asset like a               



profitable SME. However, that will also be a proof of their motivation in taking on the challenge of                  
owning a small business. You can advise your management that friends as well as family are a                 
good way to find the required capital. They can also team up with a local private investor such as                   
myself. 

Qualifying buyers 
You want to avoid wasting time with the people who don’t have any capital to acquire your                 
business. This won’t be as much of an issue with trade buyers, as they will probably be known to                   
you, and have some financial information publicly available, at least for quoted companies, or UK               
limited companies. In addition, you can request a copy of their full accounts to observe their cash                 
reserves, cash flow, and profitability. Beware of competitors fishing for information; avoid releasing             
critical information to a trade buyer before Heads of Terms are signed.  
In order to qualify a private buyer, you can simply request a copy of their bank statement;                 
depending on the size of the proposed transaction, make sure they have a commensurate amount               
available as cash. A few hundred grand in available liquid funds is a credibility booster. These                
funds can provide enough equity to raise a term loan, or to provide you with a decent down                  
payment in advance of the future payment of a deferred consideration. 

6. How much is your company worth? 

Valuation methods 
Your business is likely to be your largest asset, so it's normal to want to know what it is worth. The                     
problem is: business valuation is not so much a science as a market-wide or sector-wide custom. 
The science part is what people go to school to learn: you can get university degree in finance, or                   
you can learn the theory behind business valuation. In the UK, there are consulting firms               
specialising in business valuation. 
The subjective part is that every buyer's circumstances are different, and therefore two buyers              
could see the same set of company financials and offer vastly different amounts to buy the                
business. 
This book provides the basic rules behind the most common business valuation techniques, but              
keep in mind that there will always be outliers that fall well outside of these frameworks. There are                  
strategic acquisitions, where a business is valued based on what it is worth in the acquirer's hands.                 
Strategic acquisitions, however, represent the minority of deals. 
Business valuation is a mix of simple maths and an upwards or downwards ponderation according               
to the characteristics of your business. To get some idea of what your business might be worth,                 
consider the three methods below.  
 

Asset-based 
The most basic way to value a business is to consider the value of its tangible assets minus its                   
debts, i.e. its Net Asset value. Imagine a haulage company with lorries and trailers. These fixed                
assets have a value, which can be calculated by estimating the resale value of the equipment. 
This valuation method often renders the lowest value for your company because it assumes your               
company does not have any goodwill. According to accountancy principles, goodwill is the             
difference between the price paid for your company and the value of your net assets. 



Typically, companies have at least some goodwill, so in most cases you get a higher valuation by                 
using one of the other two methods described below. 
Note that business valuation techniques are either/or and not a combination. For example, if you               
are using DCF or comparables, the net assets of the company are assumed to be integral to the                  
generation of the profit and therefore not included in the calculation of your company's value. 
A money-losing warehouse sitting on a property with approved residential planning is going to be               
better off using the Asset-based valuation method; whereas a cleaning company that expects to              
earn £500,000 next year, but has little in the way of assets, will get a higher valuation using the                   
Discounted Cash Flow method or the comparables technique. 

Discounted Cash Flow 
In this method, the acquirer is estimating what your future cash flow is worth to them today. They                  
start by forecasting how much free cash flow to equity you expect to make in the next few years.                   
The more stable and predictable your cash flows, the more years of future cash they will consider. 
Once the buyer estimates this, and what your business will be worth when they want to sell it in the                    
future, the buyer will apply a "discount rate" that takes into account the time value of money. The                  
discount rate is determined by the acquirer's cost of capital and how risky they perceive your                
business to be. 
Don’t focus too much on the calculations behind the DCF model; it is better to understand the                 
drivers of value when you use this method. They are: 1) how much profit your business is expected                  
to make in the future; and 2) how reliable these estimates are. 
In actual fact, few business buyers use the DCF method. M&A departments and stock analysts of                
investment banks are usually fond of this technique as it gives them an alternative to the                
comparables method, and they have the time and resources to conduct the complex financial              
modelling involved in this method. 

Comparables 
The most common valuation technique is to look at the value of comparable companies that have                
sold recently or for whom their value is public. For example, most small businesses in the UK sell                  
at 2 times to 4 times profit before tax (PBT), with an average of 3 times. In the USA, it is common                      
for small businesses (with a profit under £1m), to be valued at a multiple of Seller’s Discretionary                 
Earnings. SDE is a measure of all the financial resources the owner has at its disposal and                 
equates to EBITDA + owner’s salary + owner’s private expenses passed through the company.              
According to Transworld, the US’s largest broker, the accepted norm is to value a business at 2                 
times SDE. 
The problem with using the comparables method is that it often leads owners to make an                
apples-to-oranges comparison. For example, a small medical device manufacturer might think that,            
because Smiths Group plc is trading for 23 times last year's earnings on the Stock Exchange, they                 
too are worth 23 times last year's profit. However, if one compares with more common SME                
transactions, a small medical device manufacturer is likely to be sold close to 3x PBT. 
Small companies are deeply discounted when compared to their FTSE 250 counterparts, so             
comparing your company with a giant will typically lead to disappointment. The huge valuations of               
quoted companies are linked to the liquidity premium these shares receive. The risk of owning               
highly illiquid small companies’ shares is reflected in the value gap between quoted and unquoted               
shares. 
A seller doesn’t get to decide which method the buyer chooses. An acquirer will do the maths on                  
what your business is worth to them in their office, with their professional advisers. They may                
decide your business is strategic, in which case they will be happy to pay more than comparable                 



transactions. But in most cases, an acquirer will use a basic 3 times PBT multiple to value your                  
company. 
Where does this “3 times multiple” come from? Well, the buyers are limited by the banks in what                  
they can offer for a business. Most lenders will lend a maximum of 2,5 times EBITDA. Given the                  
fact that financial buyers don’t want to risk too much of their own equity in one single deal, and                   
given the risks inherent in owning a small business, if you want a 4, a 5 or a 6 times multiple, you                      
will have to receive it on a deferred or conditional basis. 

The million-pound mark 
If you're wondering when is the best time to sell your company, you may want to wait until your                   
company is generating £1 million in profit before tax. What's so special about the million-pound               
mark? It is a point at which the number of buyers interested in acquiring your business goes up                  
dramatically. The more interested buyers you have, the better multiple of PBT you will command. 
Since most small businesses are valued on a multiple of PBT, getting to a million in profits means                  
you're not only getting a higher multiple but also applying your multiple to a larger number. 
For example, according to industry statistics, a company with £200,000 in PBT might be valued at                
three times PBT, or £600,000. A company with a million pounds in PBT would be likely to                 
command at least five times that figure, or £5 million. So, the company with £1 million in PBT is five                    
times bigger than the £200,000 company, but almost 10 times more valuable. 
 
There are a number of reasons that multiples go up with the level of profits and business size,                  
including: 

Deal costs 
It costs about the same in legal and banking fees to buy a company for £500,000 as it does to buy                     
a company for £5 million. In large deals, these deal costs become a rounding error, but they                 
amount to a comparatively larger share of the transaction on smaller deals. 

The larger acquirer 
In many trade deals, the acquiring company is between 5 and 20 times the size of the acquired                  
company. More often than not, your natural acquirer, if you go the trade-buyer route, will indeed be                 
between 5 and 20 times the size of your company. 
If an acquiring business is less than 5 times your size, it is a risky proposition for the acquirer: If the                     
acquisition fails, it will likely put the acquirer in dire straits. 
If the acquirer is more than 20 times the size of your business, the acquirer will not enjoy a                   
meaningful impact on his accounts by buying you. Most larger and mature companies look for a 10                 
to 20% turnover growth at a minimum. If they can get 5% of organic growth, they will try to acquire                    
another 5% through acquisition, which means they need a target of sufficient size to make an                
impact. 

Private Equity 
Private equity firms are key acquirers of medium-sized businesses. The value of your company will               
increase if you're able to get a few such firms interested in buying you out. Yet most PE firms are                    
looking for companies with at least £1 million in PBT. The £1m level is quite arbitrary, but very                  
common. As with property buyers who narrow their Rightmove search to houses that fit within a                
price range, if you don't fit the minimum criteria, you may not be considered. 



If you're not very far off £1m in PBT and wanting to sell, you may want to make sure you pass the                      
barrier, because the universe of buyers- and the multiple those buyers are willing to offer-               
increases when you reach it.. 
Shaun Kelly, ASB Law, Business Development Consultant 
-What is a typical multiple of profit before tax used for the valuation of an SME in the UK? 

EBITDA multiple are often quoted as a very blunt valuation calculation in the Corporate Finance 
world and whilst it’s true that an average (whatever that might be!), SME with a fair track record 
plus some potential might sell for 2-3x (larger ones for 4-5x), there are so many nuances that are 
always underpinned by the level of demand. Furthermore, once the enterprise value has been 
agreed, there is an adjustment on an equity basis (debt, surplus cash, etc.,) so there is no hard and 
fast formula here. In a nutshell, supply and demand always dictate and to generate strong demand 
and therefore improve the valuation it is incumbent upon an SME owner to invest time and effort in 
building an attractive asset. 

The price (effectively the multiple), will generally be enhanced if the seller delivers what any 
investor/buyer wants and I generally parcel these requirements into the five following categories; 

● Does the business have a deliverable growth plan that is broadly on target? 
● Is the housekeeping in order -  management information, contracts, etc.? 
● Is there a spread of revenue streams (the more that is “sticky” or contracted the better!)? 
● Can the business operate properly and successfully without the exiting parties/current 

owners? 
● Does the business have a niche? 

In my experience, deals generally fail because of a lack of realism and sale preparation from the 
seller’s viewpoint and often from poor financial backing and structure re the buyer’s side. SME 
owners should run their business, day to day, as if is being subjected to a buyer’s due diligence. 
Always have the business in a fit state just in case an offer comes Left Field. Even if a buyer 
doesn’t magically appear, then all those good pre-sale disciplines will ensure that the business 
performs with greater strength and sustainability. 

A further point is that sellers often fail to plan for various exit strategies. A trade sale will often 
appear to be a straightforward strategy, but consider building a management team capable of 
fronting a buy-out, etc., etc. 

Adjusting profits 
Many owners want to know how they can improve their valuation. Obviously, your multiple will have                
a profound impact on the price of your business, but there is another number worthy of your                 
consideration as well: the number your multiple is multiplying. 
 
Most business owners think of profit as a tangible measure, calculated by a chartered accountant,               
but when it comes to the sale of your business, profit is far from objective. Your profit will go                   
through a set of “adjustments” designed to estimate how profitable your company will be under a                
new owner. 
This process of adjusting - and how you defend these adjustments to a buyer - can have a major                   
impact on the price you agree with the buyer. 
Say your business turns over £2 million and you pay yourself a salary of £200,000 a year. Further,                  
let’s assume the buyer could get a competent manager to run the business for him for £60,000 per                  
year. You could therefore show the acquirer that under their ownership, your business would              



generate an extra £140,000 in profit. If they are paying you three times PBT for your business, that                  
one adjustment has the potential to add an extra £700,000 to the price. 
You should be able identify several adjustments that will increase your “normalised” profit and, by               
extension, the value of your business. You need to be prepared to prove each adjustment in order                 
to show how profitable your company will be in the hands of a buyer. 
Some of the most common adjustments relate to rent (common if your pension fund owns the unit                 
your company operates from, and your company is paying over market rent), one-off lawsuits,              
pension contributions, one-time professional services fees, company cars, and other personal           
expenses run through the company’s books. 
The buyer can also come to you with adjustments in his favour. For instance, it is common in the                   
UK for shareholders to pay themselves with a mix of salary and dividends. As the buyer will have to                   
hire a paid MD to replace you, they will not be able to resort to dividends to pay this employee a                     
part of their remuneration. Hence, they will have to subtract your own nominal salary from the profit                 
before tax line and add back the market cost of your replacement. 
If your company owns the property it occupies, its value will have to be added to your company’s                  
price, however the profits will have to be adjusted down for the rent the company will be paying the                   
new property owner in the future. 

Enterprise value and equity value 
There is usually some confusion arising from these two terms. The enterprise value of your 
business is its intrinsic value, i.e. the price an investor is prepared to pay for the profit generation 
ability of an asset. The enterprise value is usually calculated by the DCF or the Comparables 
valuation methods.  

The equity value is the price you are actually going to get from your shares. This is the enterprise 
value plus any assets which are surplus to the asset’s profit-generation ability. Surplus assets 
include company-owned property, or surplus cash.  

Surplus cash is the cash which is not necessary to the company’s working capital cycle. This can 
be cash accumulated from retained earnings of past years. 

If your company has debt, this will be subtracted from the Enterprise value of the company. For 
instance, if your company has an overdraft of £150K, and an enterprise value of £1m, the equity 
value will be £850K. 

Diagram: Equity value = Enterprise value + surplus assets (property, surplus cash, etc.) - debt 

7. The deal process 

The offer  
After having reviewed the information you provided them, the buyer will be ready to submit an offer, 
also called an indication of interest. This is typically communicated in written form, by email, or by 
post. The offer will outline the price as well as the terms that the buyer offers you. If you have set 
out an asking price, the offer is hopefully not too far off. Once you have received an offer, should 
you not accept it outright, you can make a counter offer, presenting the price and terms you are 
ready to accept; or you can stick to your guns and refer the buyer to your asking price and terms.  



In order to save time going through an endless ballet of offers and counter offers, you may define a 
clear asking price, which is the valuation you or your corporate finance advisers ascribe to your 
business. 
The offer also includes a timeline for the transaction.  
Although investors see an indication of interest as a serious document, they are non-binding. There 
are no guarantees in an offer at this stage. Actually, some buyers send out many offers every 
month as a way of seeing how the market is going and per chance have one of their offers 
accepted. It is also very common, especially with private equity firms, for a business owner to 
accept an attractive headline price, which will be chipped at during the due diligence stage. 
When you are reviewing an offer, it is helpful to understand the buyer’s intentions. Is this a trade 
buyer on a spying exercise trying to get to the due diligence phase to learn as much as possible 
about your business? Is the buyer inexperienced and unlikely to be able to raise the necessary 
finance? Or have you met the investor several times, do you have good rapport with him, does he 
have a good reputation, and can you see yourself collaborating with this person? 
Sidebar: Usual questions you will be asked during the pre Heads of Terms phase 
The due diligence phase can be quite intimidating: the relentless barrage of questions fired at you                
from the potential buyer. Be prepared to be quizzed on all parts of your operations. Of course,                 
every meeting will be different, but here are some questions you can expect to be asked: 
1. Why do you want to sell your business? 
It's a difficult question. If your business really does have a huge potential - and you want the                  
investor to believe that is the case - the obvious question is: “Why do you want to sell it, and do                     
would you want to sell it now?” 
2. What is your client-acquisition cost? 
The potential acquirer wants to find out if you have a sales and marketing process which generates                 
a certain amount of sales for each marketing pound you invest. 
3. What is your market share? 
The acquirer, with an eye on the potential, is trying to understand how big the potential market is                  
for your product or services and what potential remains.  
4. Who are the key members of your team? 
The buyer wants to know the quality of your management team and determine specifically which               
members need to be included, motivated, and invested in after the deal closes. 
5. Who buys your products and services? 
Trade buyers will be looking for any possible synergies between what you sell and what they do.                 
The more you know about your customer types, the better the acquirer will be able to determine                 
the product fit. If your clients are businesses, a buyer will want to know what the role of your typical                    
client is (e.g., PA, sales director, supply chain manager, MD), who buys your product or service. 
6. How do you make your products and services? 
The buyer is trying to work out if you have a secret formula in your production process, which a                   
competitor would not be able to copy. They also want to make sure that the creation of your                  
product or service is not dependent on any one person. 
7. What is your USP? 
A buyer is trying to understand how big the “moat” is around your business and what kind of                  
protection it offers from other companies who may decide to compete with you in the future. What                 
have you done to protect your business against all the other options the client has? 
8. Can you describe your back-office setup? 
Most buyers will try to understand how professional your administrative operation is. They will want               
to know what bookkeeping and billing software you use, how customers pay, and how you pay                
suppliers. 



 

The terms 
Setting an asking price is helpful and saves time; you can also go further, by outlining the terms 
you are ready to accept.  
For instance: “A total consideration of £1 million, with a minimum 50% down payment, and the rest 
payable on a 3-year deferred consideration. I am willing to stay 1 year as a consultant on £40K p.a. 
with Bupa health coverage and company car.” 
A famous saying in the acquisition field is “you name the price; I choose the terms”. Any local 
key-cutting shop could be sold for £38m with terms enabling the acquirer to pay the seller £1 a day. 
It is helpful if you have an idea of the terms that you will and will not accept. For instance, how long 
are you happy to stay on after the sale? How much are you willing to accept on a deferred basis? 
Are you happy for a part of the consideration to be paid on an earn-out basis, i.e. subject to the 
business hitting certain targets? Your adviser, if you choose to retain one, will be able to steer you 
on these points. 

The deferred consideration 
It is quite typical that you won’t receive a cheque for the whole price of your business and that you 
will be able to ride away into the sunset. Most deals include a deferred consideration, which can 
range from 30% to 60% of the price. Many sellers are not too reassured by the concept of a 
deferred consideration, and fear that the buyer will just find an excuse not to pay them. This is 
when your law firm comes in to keep a close eye on the drafting of the Heads of Terms and the 
Sale and Purchase agreement. You should be able to “claw back” your shares if ever the deferred 
payments aren’t made.  
Deferred consideration is always subordinated to bank debt. If the business doesn’t generate 
enough cash flow to pay back the bank debt, the deferred consideration will not be paid either.  

The earn-out 
In most cases, you will get more money for your company if you are happy to stay on for some time 
to ensure that the handover goes well, and that your profit forecasts materialise in the future. It 
sounds simple, but in effect you are sharing the risk with the acquirer. Remember the forecasts you 
made to the buyer about your expected level of profits this current year, or the growth potential you 
suggested? Well the benefits of that, if they materialise, are likely to be paid out to you on a 
conditional basis in the future, i.e. in the form of an earn-out. 
Even if you have a watertight earn-out agreement, there is always the risk of dealing with a 
dishonest buyer; even if you sue him, you may not get the results you anticipated when you signed 
the sale agreement. However if you have a good relationship with the buyer, if you both have a 
win-win mindset, and if the buyer has a good reputation in the market, an earn-out is a great way to 
bridge the gap between the company’s value based on past profits and its future value based on 
growth potential. 

Heads of Terms 
Once you have an offer on the table, and both sides are happy with the terms, the next step is 
signing Heads of Terms, also known as a Letter of Intent (“LOI”). The terms of a deal agreed in a 
LOI are not binding; they help to formalise an agreement at one point in time, which will help each 
party clarify what they want from the deal. This LOI can then be used as a basis by the lawyers, 
when they prepare the Sale and Purchase agreement. 



The Heads of Terms are an agreement to work towards a deal on the terms outlined, provided the 
facts you provided the investor are corroborated by the due diligence process.  
The key thing that you are granting the buyer with signed Heads of Terms is exclusivity. Whereas 
before this you were free to talk with any potential buyer, you are now agreeing to stop all such 
conversations with any other investor. So, make sure you are signing Heads of Terms with the 
Right One. The period of exclusivity can range from 60 to 120 days and obligates the seller to 
provide the information requested during this period. 
It is also helpful to make sure, when you sign Heads of Terms, that the buyer can actually finance 
the transaction. Get them to staple to the draft document a written statement of a lender’s 
willingness to provide debt, as well as a proof of funds from which the equity portion of the deal will 
be drawn. Due diligence costs money for both parties, and you also have opportunity costs by 
granting exclusivity to one seller. Make sure the buyer understands this if he is reluctant to provide 
proof of funds. 
Other sections included in typical Heads of Terms include the price, the type of sale (stock or asset 
sale), the sources and uses of the funds, what needs to be done before the sale can take place, 
and a timeline on due diligence and steps. 

Due diligence 
Due diligence is the process during which the buyer tries to understand the particularities of your                
business, and hopefully uncover any liabilities or red flags before closing. In a nutshell: “What               
doesn’t the buyer know about that they should know?”, and “Is what the seller told the buyer                 
correct?” 
Buyers are free to conduct as much or as little due diligence as they wish. However, if they are                   
raising funds, the lender will typically insist on a full due diligence exercise. 
Due diligence can be quite an intensive process for the company. The buyer, or their advisers, will                 
go through checklists, requiring documents or explanations regarding many aspects of your            
business. As businesses don’t usually have this information readily available, you will have to draw               
on the company’s resources to put it together. Either you, or ideally a member of your team, will                  
have to spend many hours finding, checking, and providing the information required. 
This is why it is critical to have good books and records, ideally immediately available in a cloud-                  
based ERP or accounting package. Your standard operating procedures manual, if you have one,              
will save a lot of time on both sides. 
 
Due diligence covers three aspects: 

● Legal due diligence is in general about confirming the general information about a company              
and its legal connections to other entities (clients, shareholders, etc.). It also confirms that              
the company is compliant to its regulatory environment. LDD also includes checking the             
legal basis of the company’s assets and liability. Here are a few legal due diligence               
questions to give you an idea of what it entails: 

o Are the shareholders who they say they are? 
o Are there any disputes with the landlord? 
o Are the data-protection schedules adhered to? 
o Are the client contracts properly drafted? 

● Financial due diligence gives the buyer assurances that the financials he has based his              
offer on accurately reflect the company’s financial performance. When the financial due            
diligence team reviews the company’s accounts, make sure they meet current generally            
accepted accounting practices (GAAP); provide for bad debts; calculate the value of stock             
appropriately; depreciate assets sensibly, etc. The due diligence team will also study the             



cash-flow cycle, invoicing terms, and collection procedures, especially if the buyer is looking             
to finance the receivables to raise funds. Here are a few typical financial due diligence               
questions: 

o How many days of turnover does the stock represent? 
o Do the accounts accurately reflect the bank statements? 
o What are the off-balance sheet liabilities? 
o Is tax properly accounted and paid? Are there any tax liabilities? 

● Commercial due diligence looks at the strategic position of the business in the industry and               
explores the relationships your business has with suppliers and customers. The commercial            
due diligence also entails assessing the management team, identifying key staff and            
potential redundancies, and making sure you are not a liability to the business’s future              
because of your relationships with key stakeholders. Here are a few typical commercial due              
diligence investigations: 

o May I speak to your top 5 customers? 
o May I meet with your 2 strategic suppliers? 
o What would happen if the operations director left? 

 
Sidebar: Andrew Griggs, Senior Partner, specialising in corporate corporate finance, Kreston           
Reeves : [photo] 
What do you look for during a financial due diligence exercise? 
 
Andrew: It really depends on the scope. One of the key things that we look for is a company's 
sustainable financial position: we want to make sure that the company is making profit and 
generating cash, achieving budget, delivering on its forecast, has its cash and working capital 
managed, and that suppliers are paid on time. Depending on the size of the business, we also look 
for adequate financial systems, controls, and procedures. 
 
Have you ever found something in financial due diligence that has led you to advise your client to 
withdraw or change the terms of an agreed transaction? 
 
Andrew: Yes: if you look at inventory, for instance, and you find that they are holding a lot of 
unsellable old stock, you could argue that the business is overvalued. Similarly, if our team finds 
out that there is a significant tax liability or a history of poor payment to the tax authorities, the 
buyer could be founded to withdraw or to request a change in the terms of the deal. 
 
What does financial due diligence look like? 
 
Financial due diligence is tailored to every individual situation. First of all, we would agree with the 
buyer on the scope of our mission, and we will recommend what needs to be looked at. Then we 
compile a list of the information that we require and request it from the company or their advisers. 
We want to do as much work off-site as possible in order to cause as little distraction to the 
business as possible. 
 

Sale and Purchase agreement 
This document is a very long contract, probably the longest you will ever have to sign, and it is                   
typically full of legal jargon. Your solicitor will be reviewing the sale and purchase agreement which                
is traditionally prepared by the buyer’s solicitor. Your lawyer can therefore advise you on which               
parts of the agreement are critical, and which parts are boilerplate. All the parts of the SPA are                  



negotiable, but it is preferable to have a pragmatic view and only focus on the key paragraphs,                 
which should be, more or less, what you agreed at the Heads of Terms stage. 
Make sure your lawyer is not being a deal killer, negotiating for the sake of negotiation. The best                  
solicitors are pragmatic, commercially-minded professionals, who want to get the deal over the line              
whilst protecting your interests. 
The principle of an SPA is simple: who is buying what, and at what price and when? In theory, an                    
SPA is not necessary; you could sign over your share certificate in exchange for a cheque.                
However, the point of the document is to make sure the seller gets his money, and to make sure                   
the buyer is protected from any hidden liabilities or risks.  
These protections will take the form of a warranties and indemnities, and a disclosure letter. 
Is is also quite typical that the shareholders agree not to compete against their old company for a                  
specific period of time and in a specific geographic region. 
 

Closing is the meeting during which the sale and purchase agreement and stock transfer forms are                
signed. In addition, a series of documents usually need to be signed as well, including directors                
and shareholder meetings deciding on: resignation and appointment of directors, company           
secretary, change of registered office, change of accountants, bank mandates, and possibly a new              
memorandum and articles of association.  
 
Once the SPA is signed, the lawyers will arrange the transfer of funds through their escrow                
accounts, and the first payment should appear in your bank account, once your professional fees               
are paid for.  
 
 


